Jk jeep lifted

Leveling Kits Lift Kits. Outback Overland Prerunner Elite. Which TeraFlex lift kit is best for my
Jeep? Why do you offer so many lift kits? We get these types of questions all the time here at
TeraFlex. And the simple answer is:. Well, it depends. Do you use your Jeep as a commuter or
family car? Is it a hardcore weekend warrior? Or is it a dual-purpose rig used for daily driving as
well as escaping city life and paved streets? Cost is also a factor. All these questions must be
taken into consideration when choosing a lift kit. But sometimes bigger is better. TeraFlex
builds modest 1. Additionally, the TeraFlex 1. The body mounts are made from premium UHMW
polyethylene for longevity and corrosion resistance. Includes all-new hardware. Leveling Kits
are ideal for mild trails due to increased ground clearance and the ability to fit larger diameter
tires, which improves approach, breakover, and departure angles. Though rocker and skid
plates can help protect the body and drivetrain, these kits may not be high enough to avoid
dragging or even getting hung up on tall objects. For roughly the same cost as our 1. Though
they achieve the same lift as our 1. Despite their added price over spacer leveling kits, longer
coil springs increase suspension travel while adding more spring rate, which prevents sagging
when adding heavy aftermarket equipment such as bumpers, winches, and cargo racks. Then
check out either our 2. These kits will allow you to tackle mild to moderate trails with less worry
about dragging or getting hung up on tall objects. Our 2. For the most bang for your buck, our 2.
The kit includes 2. TeraFlex engineers were able to add clearance while maintaining the stock
suspension geometry, roll center, and load tuning ensuring that all factory nannies remain
operational. Coil spring lift kits also include a slightly higher lift in the front to level out the
factory rake. Although coil spring lift kits cost more than spacer lift kits, the longer coil springs
increase suspension travel and add more spring rate, which prevents sagging when adding
heavy aftermarket equipment such as bumpers, winches or cargo racks. This kit includes 2.
Suspension Systems. Complete TeraFlex suspension systems include all the necessary
components required to lift your JK Wrangler or JKU Wrangler Unlimited for better off-road
capability without compromising the factory geometry or on-road ride comfort. TeraFlex
suspension systems provide reduced noise, vibration, and harshness NVH compared to other
kits. These kits are also available without shocks. All-new Falcon Series 3. Available in a 1. The
TeraFlex 1. JK Series 3. JK Series 2. JKU Series 3. JKU Series 2. The 2. The Sport ST2 builds on
the 1. The additional ground clearance allows for fitment of larger diameter tires without
compromising on- and off-road prowess. No alignment is needed thanks to the included preset
front lower Sportflexarms and front track bar that optimize correct caster and pinion angles for
2. The Sport ST3 builds on 2. No alignment is needed thanks to the six included preset
Sportflexarms, which optimize caster and pinion angles for 2. Alpine CT Suspension Systems.
Our fully adjustable Alpine flexarms have been engineered to allow tuning of the pinion and
caster angles, anti-squat geometry, and tire position as well as optimize front and rear roll
centers. The heavy-duty adjustable front track bar and rear track bar bracket eliminate
side-to-side movement. All of this adds up to provide full suspension articulation and flex
off-road along with superior ride quality and performance on road as well as minimal brake dive
and squat under acceleration to better put the power down on any surface. Unlike our bolt-on
short-arm kits, longarm kits require cutting of the factory mounting points and welding of the
provided long arm brackets to mount the Alpine long flexarms. Requires an alignment after
installation. The gusseted and reinforced bracketry reduces noise, vibration, and harshness
NVH compared to other longarm kits. TeraFlex Outback Overland and Prerunner Elite
suspension systems are purpose-built kits that include the additional components required for
overland travel or high-speed off-road travel, respectively. These kits do NOT include shocks.
This kit features custom load-enhanced heavy-duty rate coil springs, extensive gusseting and
reinforced bracketry, heavy-duty suspension limit straps, and SpeedBump bump stops. The
upgraded springs maintain the lift height when loaded with heavy gear, while the additional
gusseting and reinforced bracketry beef up areas prone to stress and fatigue experienced when
traveling extended distances over rough terrain. These upgrades also reduce vibration, and
harshness NVH. Heavy-duty limit straps maximize down travel safety to prevent any potential
damage to drivetrain or suspension parts, while SpeedBump bump stops provide progressive
compression during suspension movement. In addition to reducing noise, vibration, and
harshness NVH , the additional gusseting and reinforced bracketry beef up areas prone to
stress and fatigue experienced during high-speed off-road excursions. Heavy-duty limit straps
maximize down travel safety to prevent any potential damage to drivetrain or suspension parts,
while coil spring retainers prevent the springs from unseating during full suspension extension.
The SpeedBump bump stops provide progressive compression during high-speed suspension
movement. All this adds up to provide full suspension articulation and flex as well as maximum
wheel travel off-road including minimal brake dive and squat under acceleration to better put
the power down on any surface. The additional 2" stretch improves wheelbase characteristics

as well as climbing under extreme conditions. Although it's been designed for aftermarket
"high-line" fenders, this kit will still work with the factory fender flares. High Steer Systems. This
system beefs up the steering components of the Dana 30 or Dana 44 front axle, helps maximize
steering component ground clearance, and restores correct steering geometry for superior
highway drivability. Other configurations are available. Our leveling kits, lift kits, and
suspension systems can be paired with any Falcon shock absorber. Falcon shocks will also
improve the performance of any other aftermarket lift kit or suspension system. Series 3. Series
2. And the simple answer is: Well, it depends. Log in to join the conversation Comments No
comments for this article. All Rights Reserved. Are you getting yourself prepared for buying a
jeep jk 6 inch lift kit for yourself? Is this purchasing process making your head tumbling
around? If yes, we know exactly how you are feeling. We have experienced the entire process,
and we have gathered a list of top-rated jeep jk 6 inch lift kits that are trending in the
marketplace these days. Along with these products, we have also answered a few out of the
many questions that may have aroused in your mind before making this purchase. What factors
should you consider before buying a jeep jk 6 inch lift kit? What makes buying jeep jk 6 inch lift
kit so important? So, where will you get all the relevant information about the jeep jk 6 inch lift
kit? Yes, you heard it right â€” you will get all of it from various sources online and offline. This
may include all but not limited to customer reviews, word-of-mouth, online consumer forums,
buying guides, customer rating sites, and more. These sources will quench your thirst.
Reliability and a trustworthy website shall offer you the latest and correct information. We also
can quench your thirst â€” and how? We have a buying guide listed for the best jeep jk 6 inch
lift kits available in the marketplace. Our information is verified and reviewed by AI data and Big
Data â€” authority proofreading platforms. The next question is, how have we made this buying
guide? We have a technological, uniquely-designed set of algorithms, which is based on the
below factors:. We want our readers to always read the latest news in the market. We shall help
you at all times. Related Reviews. Best Wj 6 Inch Lift Reviews. Can be added to any existing
suspension lift. Please pay as soon as possible after winning an auction, as that will allow us to
post your item to you sooner! Uninstalled products may be returned within 30 days of the
purchase date. Buyer is responsible for return shipping. Original shipping charges will not be
refunded. Exchange of equal or greater value may not be subject to a restocking fee. Warranty
on product is replacement of part only for defects in materials and workmanship. No cash or
compensation for labor will be given for defects in material and workmanship. Defective part
must be returned in order for new part to be provided. Visit our store for futher details. We ship
Monday-Friday and strive for orders to ship within business days. We use UPS, FedEx and
USPS for the majority of our orders but reserve the right to use alternative but comparable
means to get you your product as quickly and efficiently as possible. All orders shipping UPS
will require a physical address, please provide this upon ordering to expedite the shipping
process. International Buyers. Import duties, taxes and customs clearance and other charges
are not included in the item price or shipping cost. These charges are the buyer's responsibility.
Please check with your country's customs office to determine what these additional costs will
be prior to completing your purchase. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by:
liftkits4less. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: jeeptruckhq. Skip to main content.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist.
People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits
your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get
the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee opens in new window or tab. Seller information hammerhead4x4 Contact seller. Visit store. See
other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest.
Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Shipping help opens a layer International Shipping - items may be subject to customs processing depending
on the item's customs value. Your country's customs office can offer more details, or visit
eBay's page on international trade. Item location:. Layton, Utah, United States. Ships to:. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated
between Mon. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling
time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping
service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times
may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are
paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International

shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing
Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Teraflex for Jeep JK 4 Door 2. Teraflex for Jeep Rear Lower Bumpstop 2.
Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only.
The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The
accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. HammerHead 4X4. Visit my eBay store. Sign up for newsletter.
Search Store. Store Categories. Store home. Length: Click here to see description. Shipping and
handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to:
Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the
Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab. There are 10 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to Select
a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods.
Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews. Great Quality, very pleased X
Previous image. Why is this review inappropriate? Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image
not available Photos not available for this variation. Shipping We ship Monday-Friday and strive
for orders to ship within business days. International Buyers Import duties, taxes and customs
clearance and other charges are not included in the item price or shipping cost. The
components you have installed in the undercarriage of your Jeep Wrangler JL are very
important in determining the performance of your vehicle and its off-roading capabilities,
including rock crawling and traversing various challenging obstacles. These kits deliver the
perfect amount of lift necessary to propel your vehicle across medium-sized obstacles and
rocks and still maintain legal street status. With our three-inch lifts, you can gain the ground
clearance you need and the height you prefer. Our lifts are also easy to install. All the
adjustment you need is built right into these kits. Our lift kits give you the flexibility to make
modifications as needed for your future off-road challenges. With the installation of our
Foundation series lift kit, everything you need for superior performances is at your disposal.
You can still enjoy factory-like ride quality while taking advantage of the aggressive off-roading
capabilities this lift kit series provides. Lift Kits. Ratings Snapshot. Would recommend this
product. Jeep Wrangler JK Lift Kits These kits deliver the perfect amount of lift necessary to
propel your vehicle across medium-sized obstacles and rocks and still maintain legal street
status. Choosing A Lift for Your Jeep. Not sure which lift and tire size are right for your Jeep?
This article is for you. The wrong lift can dramatically affect the way a Jeep handles. Because
everyone is different, first consider this one important question:. What do you want to do in
your Jeep? Or will the weekends occupy its primary usage? Or, will it be a dual-purpose vehicle,
driving both off-road and on-road? Over half of new Jeep owners are most likely in the
dual-purpose crowd, and a small lift would do the trick. This allows a weekly commute, while on
the weekend we can go air down the tires, lock it in, and take the kids fishing. At TeraFlex there
is a butt for every seat, tire size, and lift. That they need higher ground clearance to clear bigger
tires and four-wheel better. The lower you go, the lower you stay, and the more stable your
Jeep. Love at first sight. Basically, the tire size and lift kit go hand-in-hand. First, choose which
tire to run, and then base the lift height off that tire size. For many, these Jeeps are a second
vehicle and for some a primary one. For those with families constantly climbing in and out,
which is becoming more common, a lift height that maintains ease of access is often ideal.
Bryce Calvin, TeraFlex engineering supervisor, says:. Because the Performance Spacer Lift Kit
is just a spring spacer, you still use your factory springs. Luckily with a JK[U], we have bigger
openings. Meaning that with a 2. But, it all depends on what type of trail you like to run. And yes
that will keep you from getting body damage. But you can still get hung up. The Performance
Spacer Lift Kit adds a spacer block, while the 2. The springs help with upgrades such as a
winch in the front or a heavier spare tire in the back making the weight gain less problematic.
This lift also includes a beneficial lift in the front to improve the nose-down factory rake. So, for
the weekend warrior out to do some fishing and maybe some light trail use, and still needs to
get the kids to football, the 2. For those who want just a bit more with their 2. However, those
who decide to go big will need a lift with some adjustability to correct geometry and to save
their driveline from an otherwise short and painful life. If we want to be rough and tough, we

have to pay to play. Bigger lifts require more components and added costs. This kit includes
preset Sport front lower flexarms and preset Sport rear upper flexarms. The longer front lower
flexarms restore proper caster angle. When lifting a vehicle with a solid front axle, one must pay
close attention to the caster angle and pinion angle. Since these two angles are fixed, there will
be a compromise between them. Generally, the pinion angle becomes steeper. As a vehicle is
lifted, wheelbase decreases due to the arc of the arms. This kit also includes bump stops and
choice of Falcon shock absorbers. Other upgrades include heavy-duty suspension limit straps
and coil spring retainers. The approach angle clears as he drives the front tires up the wall of
the obstacle. The front tires reach the top of the obstacle, but as he attempts to continue
climbing, the Jeep doesn't move. With its shorter wheelbase, a 2-door JK with the same 2.
Wheelbase length can work for us, as well as against us. However, that longer 4-door wheelbase
will shine on a steep incline and approach angle. Swenson explains,. TeraFlex asked Hank, a
brand-new Jeep owner, about which lift he's considering. He said:. TeraFlex professional
Dennis Wood offers guidance:. The tire needs to go to the center of the fender well, so it can go
up and down as you ride without rubbing. However, manual transmission equipped Jeeps need
to consider the feasibility due to additional modifications that will need to be made. That being
said, a body lift will not improve frame clearance or break over angles. Lift Size: Go Big or
Small? The small lifts have a lot of advantages, you know like better gas mileage and easier to
get into. They get more lost in the crowd. Jeff Mock chuckles:. Do what you want with it. But
there are a lot more geometry issues when you go taller. Referring to Mock's statement,
Engineer Calvin says:. Calvin explains that one of the advantages of keeping it low when
pre-running is the lower center-of-gravity. By running a shorter and smaller tire, the acceleration
will be much quicker. This is done by cutting off the factory control arm mount brackets, and
welding on new mounts which will shallow up the angle of the control arm. I like the looks. I like
the clearance. You really need to do some correction to the suspension dynamics. Swensen
states:. Thompson describes his Jeep build which sustains his large tires and lift height:. There
are 4 speed bumps; in the front and in the rear. I like all the compression range with 4 speed
bumps. Driving his Jeep, Thompson approaches the same obstacle which Swenson failed
earlier in a 2. Thompson comments as he drives:. I want to make sure my bumper clears it. He
crawls to the top with ease. He explains:. With " tires, the gearing must be modified. Another
problem with a taller lift is the abundance of air passing underneath the vehicle. Objects are
hanging down, obstructing a smooth passage for the air. This will result in increased
turbulence, drag, and decreased fuel efficiency. With CRD60 axles, of course, I have a manual
transmission, and that helps a little bit. But still, I have no complaints with gas mileage.
Obviously, Swenson is more intereste
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d and concerned with his experience off-road. The practical reasons for a bigger lift are all
found on the trails. The approach angle will be steeper and better. Tires will hit a rock ledge first
instead of the Jeep, and the bigger tires will provide more leverage, moving the Jeep up the face
of that rock. On a departure angle, coming off a ledge or down a boulder, body damage will be
avoided. Larger rocks passing underneath can be straddled with ease. Mock says:. But for the
actual utility and being a grocery getter at the same time, and being able to take it around town
all day, the 2. Thompson states:. Swenson concludes:. I am extremely happy with the 6" setup.
There are some great companies out there that make great lifts. Some drive well on the road.
Others drive well off the road. The trick is finding one that will drive well on and off-road, which
is where the TeraFlex advantage comes in. Log in to join the conversation Comments No
comments for this article. All Rights Reserved.

